11 The Proletarianization of Data Science
James Steinhoff

Pick up any business-oriented publication today, and you are likely to find at least one
article vaunting the economic potential of data science and artificial intelligence (AI). For
instance, analysts from consulting firm PwC expect AI to increase global gross domestic
product up to $15.7 trillion by 2030 and reckon it as the “biggest commercial opportunity in today’s fast changing economy” (Rao and Verweij 2017). Big technology firms
such as Google and Amazon, as well as a host of smaller companies, are aiming to seize
this opportunity by producing AI commodities for consumers (e.g., smart speakers) and
for businesses (e.g., face and object recognition software). The economic opportunity
presented by AI is, however, contingent on the labor of data science workers who possess the relatively rare skills to develop said technology.
Data science workers are celebrated for their desirable working conditions and posh
benefits. Data scientist has been touted as the “sexiest job of the 21st century” (Davenport and Patil 2012), and it was rated the best job in the world, based on wage, satisfaction, and number of openings, by employment site Glassdoor (Columbus 2019). Data
science work is also cited as the planetary future of employment, projected to both revitalize the deindustrializing Global North and boost the Global South into the digital
era (Microsoft 2018). As the bright future of the digital economy, it is contrasted both
with submission to the algorithmic management of Uber-like platforms and tedious
“ghost work,” or digital piecework on platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (Gray
and Suri 2019).
This chapter shows that the data science labor force, while globally distributed, is
predominantly tied to powerful firms concentrated in specific locales. In particular, I
argue that the planetary data science labor force is increasingly created by and for powerful technology capital in the United States of America. The increasing efforts of large
technology firms to produce their own bespoke labor force has implications for digital
labor in general.
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From the perspective of capital, data science labor power is a scarce commodity to be
competed for. Around the world, efforts are thus being made to proletarianize data science labor power, to increase its supply and decrease its value, while capturing a competitive share of it. Even the sexiest kinds of work are, for capital, wage expenditures to
be minimized. Wider distribution of the skills to perform currently rewarding and well-
remunerated digital labor is often positioned as a way to close the economic gap between
the Global North and South, but the distribution of such skills is accompanied by their
simplification and consequent devaluation. While the proletarianization of data science labor power may make more data science jobs available outside the Global North,
it will do so only insofar as it reduces labor costs for big technology firms. Rather than
the elevation of less privileged laborers to the Silicon Valley stratum, the proletarianization of data science labor power suggests the coming degradation of a privileged type of
labor to the status of precarious and poorly remunerated ghost work.
This chapter begins by introducing the concept of labor power. I then outline data
science work in the context of the AI industry, which is concentrated foremost in the
United States and China. Next, I discuss how governments around the world are attempting to increase local supplies of data science labor power by adopting national AI strategies. Then, I show that US tech firms, unsatisfied with national efforts, now operate their
own private education programs in an effort to generate suitable stocks of labor power
distributed across national boundaries. I also discuss efforts to automate data science
work and show how firms are motivated to pursue such forms of automation by the
shortage of data science labor power. I conclude by considering how the proletarianization of data science labor power could combine with the mediation of digital platforms
to transform data science work into something resembling ghost work.
The Special Commodity of Labor Power
Capitalism is defined by the production of commodities: products and services intended
for profitable sale. However, the production of commodities requires the prior purchase
of other commodities, including materials, tools, and the ability of someone to work.
Karl Marx ([1867] 1990, 270) referred to this ability to work as labor power and emphasized that it is a “special commodity.” It is what is exchanged for when someone is paid
for work. This exchange is unequal because labor power is unique among commodities
insofar as it can produce more value than is paid for it. But Marx’s theory of value is not
of interest here. The relevant point is that capitalism depends on there being people
who need to sell their labor power. Capitalism is incompatible with a society in which
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large portions of the population can meet their own survival needs autonomously.
Capital thus has an impetus to make people dependent on earning a wage.
Marxists call the process of rendering people dependent on a wage proletarianization. Marx describes it as “when great masses of men are suddenly and forcibly torn
from their means of subsistence, and hurled onto the labour market as free, unprotected
and rightless proletarians” ([1867] 1990, 876). Examples of this include the enclosure
of common land beginning in the thirteenth century in England and the appropriation
of peasant lands in China since the 1990s (Zhang 2014). In both cases, stripped of the
possibility of self-subsistence, great new chunks of the population were forced to sell
their labor power for a wage.
Developed capitalist economies do not simply leave the availability of the special commodity labor power to chance: “Capital itself regulates [the] production of labor power,
the production of the mass of men it intends to exploit in accordance with its own needs.
Hence capital not only produces capital, it produces a growing mass of men, the material through which alone it can function as additional capital. . . . [C]apital produces on
a steadily increasing scale the productive wage-labourers it requires” (Marx [1867] 1990,
1061). Proletarianization thus occurs wherever new markets emerge (McNally 1993, 31).
Capital can also create new proletarians by “extending its rule to sections of the
population not previously subject to itself, such as women or children” (Marx [1867]
1990, 1061). Here capital does not create new proletarians by dispossessing those with
access to the means of subsistence. Instead, women and children, who depend on the
wage of an already proletarianized man, are compelled to sell their labor power as well.
This hints at the diversity of ways in which capital can create new supplies of labor
power. This chapter focuses on a scenario in which capital requires labor power possessing a rare, technical, and highly profitable skill set. These are data science workers.
Their proletarianization proceeds by different means.
Data Science Work
Roles in the nascent field of data science have yet to settle into rigid categories. So
rather than try to draw hard lines between data scientists, data engineers, and machine
learning scientists, for example, I follow Muller et al. (2019, 126) and employ the general term data science worker.1
Data science work occupies a position near the apex of hype around the so-called
“Fourth Industrial Revolution” (Schwab 2016). Data science draws on statistics, computer
science, and mathematics to perform operations of “data collection, data engineering,
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data analytics and data architecture” (Getoor et al. 2016). Data science is usually, but
not necessarily, associated with “big” data, defined in terms of high velocity, variety,
and volume (Zikopoulos and Eaton 2011). One notable component of data science is
machine learning, a subfield of AI based on statistical pattern recognition in large datasets. Machine learning involves “extract[ing] patterns from data” (Kaplan 2016, 27) and
automatically constructing an algorithm, called a model, from those patterns that can be
used to analyze or make predictions on new data (Alpaydin 2014, 2–3). The automatic
production of a model from data is the source of much excitement for machine learning and data science.
Data science work is appearing in all sectors of the economy as businesses strive to
incorporate data-driven analysis and decision making into their operations. However,
this chapter focuses specifically on the data science workers involved in the production of machine learning systems. As such, its context is the AI industry, a subset of the
larger technology industry.
In 2017, both Google and Microsoft declared themselves “AI first,” and the rest of
the tech industry followed (Agrawal, Gans, and Goldfarb 2018). Today’s AI industry is
global, but it is concentrated in the Global North and China. One study of governmental AI “readiness” concludes that “countries in the Global North are better placed to
take advantage of these gains [produced by AI] than those in the Global South” (Miller
and Stirling 2019, 5). However, China is second only to the US in AI stature, and all of
the biggest AI companies are from either the United States (Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Amazon, Facebook, Intel, and IBM) or China (Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent). Smaller
AI companies are also concentrated in these two countries. The China AI Development
Report 2018 shows that the US leads the AI start-up tally at 2,028 companies, China
takes second place with 1,011, and the United Kingdom and Canada come in third and
fourth with 392 and 285 companies, respectively (CISTP 2018, 46).
One study, based on LinkedIn data, reports that in 2018 there were 36,524 “self-
reported AI specialists” in the world, a 66 percent increase from the previous year
(Gagne 2019). According to this data, the majority of AI specialists work in the United
States (43 percent), the United Kingdom (9.8 percent), Canada (4.1 percent), France
(3.9 percent), and Germany (3.7 percent). However, as the authors point out, LinkedIn
is not used uniformly around the world (44 percent of Americans use it, compared to
only 3 percent of Chinese), so these figures leave much to be desired. Another analysis
(data source unspecified) is provided by the China AI Development Report, which puts the
global AI talent pool at the end of 2017 at 204,575, with the majority concentrated in
the United States (13.9 percent), China (8.9 percent), India (8.5 percent), Germany (4.6
percent), and the United Kingdom (3.9 percent) (CISTP 2018, 34).
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The dominance of the United States and China is clear, but the picture becomes more
nuanced when one looks at where data science workers are educated and where they end
up finding employment. One analysis of “top-tier” AI researchers reports that while
29 percent received their undergraduate degree in China, 20 percent in the United States,
18 percent in Europe, 8 percent in India, 5 percent in Canada, and the rest in the United
Kingdom, Iran, Israel and other countries, 59 percent end up working in the United States,
11 percent in China, 10 percent in Europe, 6 percent in Canada, and 4 percent in the
United Kingdom (Banerjee and Sheehan 2020). While China is the largest producer of
data science workers, the United States ultimately retains most of this labor power.
The lead held by the United States and China in AI is such that several analyses
describe them as a duopoly of nearly uncontestable AI “superpowers” (see, for example,
Lee 2018). Both countries benefit from large populations of users essential for generating the data necessary for training machine learning models, regulations amenable to
business, and wide availability of venture capital. Some analyses argue that if other
countries fail to invest aggressively in AI soon, they will fall irrevocably behind as
exponential productivity gains, powered by AI, will boost the economies of China and
the United States beyond all competition (Cummings et al. 2018, vi). Lee (2018, 169)
speculates that not only will AI research remain out of reach for less developed countries, but they will also “lose the one competitive edge that their predecessors used to
kick-start development: low-wage factory labor” because the AI superpowers will run
automated factories at lower costs. According to such accounts, the current lead on AI
research will evolve into a new global economic divide in which whole countries will
be rendered surplus to the market. However, there are more optimistic appraisals of the
current situation. Analysts from consulting firm PwC suggest that since AI is at a “very
early stage of development overall . . . there are therefore opportunities for emerging
markets to leapfrog more developed counterparts” (Rao and Verweij 2017, 3). Below, I
will discuss how many governments are attempting to do just that.
By all accounts, the AI industry is growing rapidly. The global revenue of the AI
industry was around $5 billion in 2015, and by 2019 it had increased to somewhere
between $15 billion and $37 billion (Statista 2020). From 2010 to 2018, investment in
AI start-ups increased from $1.3 billion to over $40.4 billion (Perrault et al. 2019, 6).
The burgeoning number of AI companies creates a large demand for data science labor
power, which continues to outpace supply. According to the AI Index (Shoham et al.
2017), AI jobs in the United States grew by 4.5 times between 2013 and 2017. Fresh
graduates find themselves in a job seeker’s market where companies compete to offer
lucrative employment offers (Saphir 2018). A survey by Stack Overflow (2018) puts
the global median salary for a data scientist at $60,000, and at $102,000 in the United
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States. Salaries can reach into the millions for acclaimed experts (Metz 2018). In general, capital rewards data science workers much better than academia does, resulting in
a “brain drain” to industry (Kunze 2019; Perrault et al. 2019, 6).
Despite the enormous demand for data science work, this sector is marked by a “diversity crisis” (Snow 2018; see also West, Whittaker, and Crawford 2019). Only 22 percent
of AI professionals in the world are women (Duke 2018), and sexism is rampant in the
industry (Vassallo et al. n.d.). Global data about the racial identities of data science workers has yet to be produced, but the demographics of the workforces of the largest US tech
companies give an idea of the broader picture. In 2018, at Google, Facebook, Microsoft,
and Apple, white people made up around 40–51 percent of the workforce and Asians
between 35 and 52 percent, while Latinx, Black, and Native people represented only single digits (Harrison 2019).
Bucking a history of apoliticism (Hyde 2003), tech workers have recently begun
mobilizing around issues of gender and race, as well as around the militarization of
AI. In 2018, over 20,000 Google employees walked out after the company gave a
$90-million severance package to a senior employee after he was fired for sexual assault
(Canon 2018). The same year, Google employees forced their employer to drop a contract to develop drone vision technology for the Pentagon (Harwell 2018).
In sum, while their situations are not identical the world over, data science workers
occupy a relatively privileged position in the digital economy. One might therefore
reasonably describe data science workers, especially the white and Asian men working
for large US firms, as a “labor aristocracy” or a group of workers who enjoy a relatively
privileged position of power vis-à-vis capital (Fuchs 2014, 229–230). However, processes
are underway that aim to undermine such aristocratic privilege, to proletarianize data
science labor power by both reducing its scarcity and devaluing its content. The following sections show how this is occurring in three ways: through the deployment of
national AI strategies aiming to create and retain skilled data science workers, through
the creation of proprietary data science education programs by large tech companies,
and through the automation of data science work.
National AI Strategies
Faced with the prospect of USA/China AI hegemony, nearly 20 countries have released
national AI strategies since 2017 (Dutton, Barron, and Boskovic 2018). A central component of the global race for AI is data science labor power. While national AI strategies vary in their details, all involve increasing the national supply of data science
labor power, along with other objectives such as boosting academic research output
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and speeding up the commercialization of AI. To achieve these goals, governments
are establishing AI institutes in partnership with industry and academia. These institutes provide lucrative positions for experts in AI and data science, and some provide
education and training to increase the supply of data science labor power. To take two
examples, in 2017 the Canadian government established three AI institutes across the
country (Finance Canada 2017), with founding sponsorship from Google, and in 2019
the Brazilian government announced the creation of eight AI research labs and an institute in partnership with IBM (Henriques 2020).
National AI plans also frequently include the allocation of funds to universities to
increase their capacities to provide data science education as well as new regulations
to streamline immigration processes and the dispensation of work visas. In connection
with the 2017 Pan-Canadian Artificial Intelligence Strategy, Canada has adopted high-
speed, uncapped pathways to citizenship for foreign students and workers with data
science skills (Huang and Arnold 2020).
The proliferation of national AI strategies is significant because it is the “first time
that governments around the world have almost simultaneously released national
plans to develop the same technology” (Dutton, Barron, and Boskovic 2018, 4). This
wave of investment is also distinguished from previous ones in that “AI is seen as strategic technology by many governments” (Walch 2020). This does not mean that AI is
being sought solely for military capacities, although this is certainly of interest to some
governments.2 More broadly, the strategic interest in AI is economic.
Competing national AI strategies may aim to draw data science labor power away
from US capital, but the US government also has its own plans.
The Trump administration sought to make it harder for highly skilled labor to enter
the country. On June 22, 2020, President Trump released an executive order temporarily suspending the H-1B work visa widely used by high-tech workers coming from
China, India, and Iran and by foreign students seeking to remain in the United States
after completing their studies. The purported motive was to keep jobs for American
citizens. The ban was lifted in April 2021, but at the time of writing in 2021, the Biden
administration aims to replace the previous lottery system for the H-1B with a system
giving preference to workers with the highest previous salaries (Anderson 2021). This
will make it harder for students to stay in the country and presumably is intended to
increase the supply of experienced, rather than novice, labor power.
However, most analyses argue that the United States is so far from domestically
meeting demand for data science labor power that making it harder for foreign students to stay in the country can only undermine its industry (Zwetsloot et al. 2019;
Hao 2020).
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Proprietary Data Science Education Programs
Amid international AI strategizing, US technology capital is taking the problem of the
shortage of data science labor power into its own hands. Big US tech firms are now establishing their own education programs to generate the skilled labor power that they need,
without regard for national boundaries or the strictures of post-secondary education.
Amazon has developed AWS [Amazon Web Services] Educate, a free education service
that provides “Cloud Career Pathways” in specializations including machine learning,
data science, and cloud computing.3 The service is available for people affiliated with
educational institutions partnered with Amazon around the world. Salesforce similarly
maintains Trailhead, a globally available gamified education platform for machine learning, coding, and business skills.4 In mid-2020, Google announced the debut of “Google
Career Certificates,” for digital jobs including data analyst, UX designer, and IT [information technology] support specialist. These certificates cost a mere $39 per month and
can be completed in less than six months of part-time study (Coursera n.d.). Positioning
these certificates as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Google asserts that “we need
new, accessible job-training solutions . . . to help America recover and rebuild” (Walker
2020). In their beneficence, Google also offers need-based scholarships and provides
apprenticeship opportunities. The most striking aspect of these certificates is that Google
will reportedly treat them as equivalent to a bachelor’s degree (Bariso 2020). While currently there is no data science certificate available from Google, already there are a wealth
of less prestigious options available on the Internet in the form of data science “boot
camps” that typically last between two and six months.
The history of the AI industry contains a precedent for this situation. In the early
1980s, at the height of enthusiasm for expert systems, the first commercialized application of AI, Edward Feigenbaum, perhaps the first AI entrepreneur, developed an applied
masters of science in artificial intelligence at Stanford University. The explicit goal of
the degree was to “train students in enough AI to get them out pursuing practical
applications, but not enough to make them career academics and researchers. It was
one more attempt to get this new field out of the ivory tower and into the marketplace”
(Roland and Shiman 2002, 196). Today, the AI industry is making a renewed push for
this, which will take on a global scope.
Now that Internet access is more widely available across the Global South, US technology firms desire to outsource not only ghost work but also data science work there.
Google, Facebook, and Amazon sponsored a Data Science Africa 2018 event in Abuja,
Nigeria, where “building world-class capacity” was a central topic (Data Science Nigeria
2019, 25). A recent report on AI in Africa by policy-influencing firm Access Partnership,
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in conjunction with Microsoft, sums up the perspective of industry: “The private sector
has a critical role to play in elevating the skills of African citizens” (Access Partnership
2019, 26). Such efforts frequently draw on the rhetoric of democratization.
Democratization and Automation of Data Science
Since 2017, big US technology firms have announced programs for the so-
called
democratization of AI and data science. Behind its political trappings and promises to
allow “every person” to produce AI (Microsoft News Center 2016), the democratization
of AI refers to the diffusion of basic data science skills combined with the proliferation
of automated data science tools, such that data science functions can be performed by
nonspecialists or “citizen data scientists” (O’Connell 2018).
The automation of work serves the interests of capital in several ways. I will discuss
two. By increasing the speed of production and volume of output, automation increases
the productivity of labor power. But automation also benefits capital by reducing the
value of labor power. Automation allows the same products to be produced with less
skill as machines take over certain tasks. In this respect, automation represents a culmination of the division of labor, in which complex labor processes are broken up into
their constituent pieces. When a labor process can be “separated into elements some
of which are simpler than others and each of which is simpler than the whole . . . the
labor power capable of performing the process may be purchased more cheaply as dissociated elements than as a capacity integrated in a single worker” (Braverman 1998,
81). With automation, some pieces can be wholly given over to machines.
Perspectives on automation have changed in recent years. While historically it was
assumed that manual labor was subject to automation while cognitive labor was less
so, the sophistication of computing technology has led to a new distinction between
automatable routine labor, whether manual or cognitive, and nonroutine labor, which
is more difficult to automate (Autor, Levy, and Murnane 2003). Although celebratory
discourse around data science work, as well as the scarcity of its requisite labor power,
might lead one to believe that it is unautomatable, in fact the automation of data science work has been underway since around 2015. Efforts to automate programming,
which contains large amounts of routine tasks, go back to the earliest days of computing
(Chun 2011) and continue today, with boosted incentives from the shortage of skilled
data science workers (Campbell 2020) and the COVID-19 pandemic (Salisbury 2020).
Data science work is a broad field, but if we consider machine learning in particular,
we can schematize the labor process for its production as three stages (Dong 2017).
The first stage, data processing, involves collecting, cleaning, labeling, and otherwise
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preparing data. In the second stage, model building, data is input into a learning algorithm, which produces a machine learning model (itself an algorithm) based on patterns in the data. The third stage is deployment, in which the model is integrated into
a business environment. Typically, this is carried out by embedding it into a website or
application through a cloud-based application programming interface (API).
Data science work is a new field. Since there is not yet a mature ecosystem, data science
workers “generally manage their workflows in ad-hoc ways” (Toews 2020), and overall,
there “isn’t a codified set of strategies” for machine learning (Theuwissen 2015, 13). This
leads some to describe it as an art (McClure 2018). The incipience of data science has not,
however, prevented its automation. Parts of all three stages of the machine learning labor
process are being automated with a technology called automated machine learning
(AutoML).
AutoML tools being developed by tech giants include Google Cloud AutoML, Microsoft Azure Automated ML, and Amazon SageMaker. In general, AutoML works by recursively applying the capacity of machine learning for the extraction of patterns from
large datasets to the production of machine learning models. For instance, deciding on
the precise architecture for a neural network is a time-consuming task, which requires
trial-and-error based adaptation to each particular case. AutoML can be used to automatically generate and compare thousands of candidate architectures and can produce
outputs that exceed the performance of handcrafted architectures (Zoph et al. 2017).
One review of AutoML techniques reports that a team of three data scientists worked
for weeks to produce a machine learning model for a predictive maintenance application, but only months later, an AutoML tool was used to automatically produce, from
the same dataset, a better performing model (Tuggener et al. 2019, 2). Another survey of
AutoML techniques concludes that currently available options enable one to build “reasonably well performing ML pipelines without knowledge about ML or statistics” and
enable skilled data scientists to “profit from the automation of tedious manual tasks,”
even if approaches that aim to automate not just one task but the whole process are “still
very basic and are not able to beat human experts yet” (Zöller and Huber 2021, 448).
Regardless, AutoML presents the prospect of devaluing expensive data science labor
power by making the ability to produce machine learning models available to novices. While prediction of the future is not the intent of this chapter, it seems safe to
agree that if AutoML is “truly able to automate the data science workflow, [it] may be
instrumental in bridging the gap between the high demand and low supply of data
scientists” (Wang et al. 2019, 211).
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Conclusion
A global competition for scarce data science labor power is underway. While many
countries are deploying national plans to boost AI and data science capacities, they
must face off with big technology firms in the United States, which have developed
proprietary data science education programs and tools for the automation of data science work. I have argued that these phenomena can be interpreted as parts of a process
of proletarianization whereby capital seeks to generate an abundant and cheap supply
of the scarce but highly profitable commodity of data science labor power. Education
programs will increase overall supply, while AutoML will lower skill requirements for
some data science tasks. Both will contribute to the devaluation of data science labor
power.
AutoML may also, by fragmenting the data science labor process into automatable
and nonautomatable components, render data science work increasingly amenable to
outsourcing via digital platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. Today’s data science jobs could be broken up into piecework tasks performed by workers wherever
ghost work wages constitute sufficient incentive. This will likely provide jobs for the
Global South but not only there. Substantial ghost work contributions come from
India but also from the United States and Europe (Berg et al. 2018). Regardless, the aristocratic status of data science workers at large US tech firms will be diminished by the
emergence of a globally distributed pool of devalued data science labor power.
In the wake of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic and concurrent recession, the business
incentive to economize on labor costs will be exacerbated (Blit 2020). High-skill jobs
are not immune from transformation into something like ghost work, and techniques
of digital proletarianization, outlined here in the context of data science work, are
likely to play an important role in the future of work in the planetary market.
Notes
1. Data science worker, as I use the term here, does not refer to ghost workers, who do perform
operations essential to data science, such as data labeling.
2. As Haner and Garcia (2019, 331) point out, autonomous weapons research is “advancing rapidly and without sufficient public debate or accountability.”
3. See https://aws.amazon.com/education/awseducate/.
4. See https://trailhead.salesforce.com/.
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